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Far Whiteley Cottage,
Hangram LaneSheffield, S11 7TQ

Description
GUIDE PRICE £675,000 to £695,000. Inspired by the glorious
countryside that dominates Mayfield Valley, this characterful
and homely detached cottage is a superbly located retreat
that's only moments away from Fulwood Village and Bents
Green’s many amenities. Spectacular views and spacious
rooms meet exceptional craftsmanship and furnishings,
including flagstone floors, wood beams, granite surfaces and
a statement Aga that elevates this family home even further,
bringing the very best of historical architecture into 21st-
century living. Glass doors and roomy windows in both the
living and dining areas showcase this prestigious location's
breath-taking panorama whilst opening up the home to
even more light and air. Spill out onto the terrace where
during seasonal evenings and long weekends–a quaint
garden and picturesque walks await. Nestled within an
inclusive community that's easily commutable to the region's
best performing schools, this gem of a property will leave your
family wanting for nothing

• Three double bedrooms all with lovely views and the master
having exposed beams to the vaulted ceili

• Luxurious bathroom with a period style suite and separate
shower enclosure

• Generously proportioned living room

• Versatile snug/home office/fourth bedroom

• Breakfast kitchen with large Aga and granite work surfaces

• French windows in the breakfast area opening onto the
pretty gardens

• Welcoming entrance hall, snug and rear lobby

• Ground floor W.C with high flush W.C

• Off road parking for two or three cars with a security gate

• Double glazed and oil heating





All rooms have been measured with electronic laser and are approximate measurements only. None of the services to the above property have been tested by ourselves, and we cannot guarantee that the installations described in the details are in perfect working order. Eadon Lockwood &
Riddle for themselves, and for the vendors or lessors, produce these brochures in good faith, and are a guideline only. They do not constitute any part of a contract and are correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press.


